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QNo 1. Why was the Whale's back glistening?
QNo 2. Describe how the whale was spotted, hunted and killed?
QNo 3. Who were the two friends that went to hunt the whale and what problems did they face during whale
hunting?
QNo 4. Explain in own words why the forest department themselves lit a fire?
QNo 5. How did the deer trap in the forest and who saw with her at that time?
QNo 6. how did the deer suggest her frown to escape from the danger of fire?
QNo 7. Did the fawn understand his mother's Indication. How can you say this?
QNo 8. Explain in your own words how the deer and her four escape from the fire i about 40 words.
QNo 9. Why do you think the deer knew the area around the river well?
QNo 10. How are the different from the rest of the natural world?
QNo 11. Describe in own words what do you think "Man has made of man"?
QNo 12. How does nature more beneficial than human beings according to the poet Wordsworth?
QNo 13. What is the message of the poem "Early spring" that the poet wants to covey?
QNo 14. Do you support hunting animals for sport? Write your opinion in about 100 words.
QNo 15. What methods did the older age people use to send their message to their relatives or concerned?
QNo 16. What was "sunde Dawks"? How was it given its name?
QNo 17. Write the names of some people who worked very hard to success Indian postal system.
QNo 18. Todd managed to "Catch a wave". Explain what this mean.
QNo 19. How did dolphins serve Todd from the shark? Explain.
QNo 20. What was "Penny Black"? How did it arise and by whom?
QNo 21. What was the negative factor for Penny Black in the beginning and how was it improved?
QNo 22. Which competition did Rowland hill and Henry Cole hold and what was it result?
QNo 23. Write the definition and all kinds of pronoun?
QNo 24. What are the two parts of a sentence? Write their definition with example.
QNo 25. What is the definition of countable and mountable nouns. Also write some examples.
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QNo 1. Write the definition numbers, numerals, and natural numbers.
QNo 2. Define whole numbers, integers, zeros, and prime numbers.
QNo 3. Explain: Co-prime numbers, Twin prime numbers and prime triplet numbers.
QNo 4. Write the definition Even numbers, odd numbers, and composite numbers.
QNo 5. Explain perfect numbers, personal numbers and decimal form of a rational numbers.
QNo 6. Write the standard form of rational numbers.
QNo 7. Write the special characteristics of rational numbers.
QNo 8. Define the consecutive numbers, Irrational numbers and real numbers.
QNo 9. Write the properties of multiplication of integers.
1. Closure property for multiplication.
2. Commutative law for multiplication
3. Associative law for multiplication
4. Distributive law of multiplication over addition.
QNo 10. Define Fractions, Decimal fraction, vulgar fractions, proper fraction, improper fraction, mixed fraction.
QNo 11. Write the definition with example:
Equivalent fractions, Like fractions and unlike fractions.
QNo 12. Write the definition with example: Decimals, decimal places, like decimals, unlike decimal.
QNo 13. Write and memorize laws of exponents of page no 85 and 86.
QNo 14. Solve exercise 1A Question no 8 to 15.
QNo 15. Solve exercise 1D Question no 5 to 24.
QNo 16. Complete exercise 2B Question no 3 to 15
QNo 17. Solve exercise 2C Question 1 to 10
QNo 18. Solve exercise 3B Question no 9 to 22
QNo 19. Solve exercise 3E Question no 4 to 18
QNo 20. Solve exercise 4A Question no 10 to 22
QNo 21. Complete exercise 4B Question no 1 to 10.
QNo 22. Solve exercise 5A Question 5 to 14.
QNo 23. Write the definition with example of
Constant, variable, algebraic expression, terms of an algebraic expression, Monomials, Binomials, Trinomials,
Quadrinomials, polynomial, factors, coefficient, Constant Term, Like and unlike terms.
QNo 24. Complete exercise 6A, 6B, 6C
QNo 25. Complete exercise 7A and 7B
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QNo 1. To show that life is necessary for photo synthesis. Do an experiment and write your observation .
QNo 2. To show that rate of photo synthesis is effected by life. Do an experiment and write your observation .
QNo 3. Draw a diagram of food chain.
QNo 4. we make our own food in the kitchen. this means that humans are also autographs. Do you agree? Give
reasons.
QNo 5. Why can't animals make food from carbon dioxide, water and sunlight, like plants do?
QNo 6. The pitcher plant and Venus flytrap are green plant that can photosynthesize. Why do they need to feed
on insects?
QNo 7. Plants do not have a digestive system like us. Why do they not need a digestive system?
QNo 8. Draw a label diagram of human digestive system.
QNo 9. Which food do you think will take a longer time to get digested-sugar of beans.
QNo 10. Digestion needs the help of two more systems in the body to provide energy from food. Which are the
systems and how do they help?
QNo 11. if you eat food while hanging upside down, do you think it will still go through the alimentary canal?
Give reasons?
QNo 12. Write the name of twenty elements from beginning and write its symbol. By the help of periodic table?
QNo 13. What information does a formula NaCl give?
QNo 14. Draw a diagram of silk moth life cycle.
QNo 15. Why is shearing not done during the cold season?

QNo 16. Does shearing hurt the sheep? Explain
QNo 17. Animals activists oppose the present process of getting silk from the cocoon. Why do you think they are
against it?
QNo 18. Which of these fabrics traps air the most-silk, wool or cotton? What is the effect of this on the property
of the fabric made from this fiber?
QNo 19. At what temperature are the readings on the Celsius and the Fahrenheit scales the same?
QNo 20. Convert 25 °C to °F and 86 °F to °C
QNo 21. Calculate the temperature at which the reading on the Fahrenheit scale is double the reading on the
Celsius scale.
QNo 22. What precautions will you take while measuring temperature with a laboratory thermometer?
QNo 23. Why is a laboratory thermometer not used to measure body temperature.
QNo 24. Why are cloudy nights warmer than clear night.
QNo 25. Draw a neat labeled diagram of thermos flask. How does it prevent transfer of heat by conduction,
convection or radiation?
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1. Draw internal structure of the earth and label it.
2. Write world continent and ocean.
3. Name the three layer of the earth.
4. How are metamorphic rocks formed?
5. Define environment.
6. How does the upper mental differ from the lower mental?
7. What is volcano cone?
8. What are plates? What causes them to move?
9. Why are fossils found in sedimentary rocks?
10. Volcanic activity and earthquakes are common near the margins of plates
why?
11. What led to the decline of the Gujarat pratihars?
12. How did temples become store houses of wealth?
13. Define the terms or sabha and nagaram.
14. Who founded the Delhi Sultanat?
15. Name the five dynasties of the Delhi Sultaat.
16. What was the chihalgani?
17. Why did Ala-ud-din Khalji take military campaign in central Asia?
18. How did Iltutmish save India from a Mangol in vasion?
19. What is the meaning of Masjid?
20. Metion three problems faced by the sultans of Delhi.
21. What is democracy?
22. What is political party?
23. What is India’s stand on un touchability?
24. What is bill?
25. What are the members of vidhan sabha? Who presides in his absence?
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